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Abstract. Over the last few years, there has been an almost exponential
growth of TLS popularity and usage, especially among applications that
deal with sensitive data. However, even with this widespread use, TLS
remains for many system administrators a complex subject. The main
reason is that they do not have the time to understand all the crypto-
graphic algorithms and features used in a TLS suite and their relative
weaknesses. For these reasons, many different tools have been developed
to verify TLS implementations. However, they usually analyze the TLS
configuration and provide a list of possible attacks, without specifying
their mitigations. In this paper, we present TLSAssistant, a fully-featured
tool that combines state-of-the-art TLS analyzers with a report system
that suggests appropriate mitigations and shows the full set of viable
attacks.

Keywords: TLS misconfiguration · vulnerability detection · assisted
mitigations.

1 Introduction

Transport Layer Security (TLS) consists of a set of cryptographic protocols
designed to provide secure communications over a network. Developed as a suc-
cessor of the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol, TLS has gained popularity
and widespread usage since the release of its first version in 1999 [21]. According
to [37], more than 130,000 of the top Alexa websites [43] support one or multiple
versions of the TLS protocol.

The popularity of TLS has encouraged attackers to find vulnerabilities and
develop exploits as documented by a long line of reported attacks and corre-
sponding fixes [31, 28, 17, 33, 3, 1, 2, 32, 48, 4, 42, 5, 46, 16] together with the evolu-
tion of the standard TLS specification from 1.0 to 1.3 as a result of the strategies
put in place by Internet service providers such as Apple, Google, Amazon, and
Mozilla to deprecate the use of TLS versions 1.0 and 1.1 [7] and of the SHA-1 hash
function [6]. The types of attacks vary widely and include the renegotiation of
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cipher suites to exploit weak encryption algorithms [31], the knowledge of initial-
ization vectors to retrieve symmetric keys [17], and the use of libraries to exploit
poor certificate validation in deployments where clients are non-browsers [15].
The variety attacks is the result of (i) maintaining backward compatibility and
(ii) evolving use case scenarios in which TLS is deployed. The main problem
with (i) is illustrated by the following observation from [37]: more than 108,000
web sites still support TLS 1.0 that is vulnerable to a set of well-known attacks
including Man In The Middle (MITM). The problem with (ii) has already been
pointed out in [15] for SSL where it is shown that certificate validation—as sup-
ported by available libraries for developing clients not based on browsers (e.g.,
native mobile applications)—is flawed and permits to mount MITM attacks.

To help administrators in deploying secure TLS instances, a variety of tools
[39, 29, 45, 47, 51, 50, 14, 11] have been developed for identifying weaknesses that
may lead to one or more known attacks. While such tools are quite effective in
automatically finding vulnerabilities and issuing warning about possible attacks,
the burden of finding adequate mitigation measures is completely left on the ad-
ministrator who must first collect information about the identified problem and
related fixes. Typically, such information is distributed in several sources rang-
ing from scientific papers to blog posts. Even disregarding the effort to collect
enough material to mitigate a security problem—notice that available tools have
varying coverage of the known TLS attacks—administrators should have enough
skills to understand the (often subtle) details and turn the information in a con-
crete strategy to fix the problem. In other words, there is a problem in making
actionable the reports returned by available tools. To overcome this problem, we
make the following four main contributions:

– we build an exhaustive catalogue of known attacks to TLS deployments;
– we perform a comparison of the state-of-the-art tools capable of identifying

attacks of TLS deployments and characterize the coverage with respect to
the catalogue compiled in the previous point;

– we design and build an open-source tool, called TLSAssistant3, that reuses
some of the tools for identifying attacks considered in the previous point to
maximize coverage and enriches reports with possible mitigations and fixes,
including code snippets when the TLS entities are among the most widely
used (e.g., the TLS server is Apache);

– we experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of TLSAssistant by reporting
our experience in using it in the context of the deployment of a large scale
infrastructure for identity management and, most importantly, in a user
study involving users with little or no security skills. The findings of the user
study provide encouraging first evidence of the effectiveness of the tool as
even un-experienced users were able to successfully mitigate complex attacks.

While many of the problems reported by TLSAssistant are server-side, particular
attention has been devoted to the security issues that result from inadequate
certificate validation in mobile applications. The main motivation for this choice

3 Available at sites.google.com/fbk.eu/tlsassistant
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is the increasing role of mobile applications in accessing Internet resources com-
bined with the serious security consequences of managing certificates without
the help of browsers (as already observed in [15]).

Plan of the paper. Section 2 provides the necessary background notions on TLS
and a brief overview of its vulnerabilities. Section 3 contains a comparison of
the state-of-the-art automated tools for identifying TLS attacks both server and
(mobile) client-side. Section 4 contains a comprehensive catalogue of attacks
and related mitigations in the various version of TLS. Section 5 introduces the
tool TLSAssistant with its architecture, usage, and some details about the im-
plementation. Section 6 reports the use of TLSAssistant in the deployment of an
eIDAS solution based on the new Italian identity cards and a user study involv-
ing bachelor and master degree students that were asked to fix two non-trivial
vulnerabilities. Section 7 concludes the paper and highlights future work.

2 Background

We provide some background notions about TLS needed to better understand
the security implications of its use. We briefly describe the general structure of
the TLS suite and some details in Section 2.1 and then give a concise guide to
the main vulnerabilities in Section 2.2.

2.1 TLS

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) suite is composed of two main protocols:

Handshake: allows the parties to exchange all information required to estab-
lish a reliable session. Depending on the configuration, the handshake can
provide either mutual or one-way authentication (usually is one-way, thus
only server provides a certificate). The protocol supports two special mes-
sages: (i) Change Cipher Spec that signals the transition of the session to a
different ciphering strategy and (ii) Alert which propagates potential alert
messages.

Record: encapsulates the messages to be transmitted to ensure their security.
The record protocol is composed of the following steps: (i) splitting of the
data stream into chunks; (ii) compression of the chunks; (iii) generation of
the Message Authentication Code (MAC) with the algorithm agreed during
the handshake; (iv) encryption of the payload using the cipher chosen during
the handshake; and (v) addition of the header to enable the packet to be
transmitted.

Over the years, TLS has seen the release of four versions: v1.0 released in
1999 [21], v1.1 released in 2006 [22], v1.2 released in 2008 [23], v1.3 released in
2018 (August) [26]. In the following we will detail v1.2, as is the most widely
supported, and v1.3, as it has introduced a set of changes to mitigate known
vulnerabilities that affected the previous TLS versions.
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Fig. 1. TLS 1.2 Full Handshake.

TLS 1.2 According to Qualys’ March monthly scan [37], TLS 1.2 is currently
the most widely supported protocol with a coverage of 94.8%. Each message of
the full handshake is shown in Fig. 1 (the striped sections show the encrypted
transmission, asterisks indicate optional messages). For lack of space, we refer
to the TLS specification [23] for the description of all the messages. Here, we
specify the first two messages: Client Hello and Server Hello. As we will describe
in Section 5, our tool analyzer will send different Client Hello messages and
analyze the Server Hello answers to check the presence of vulnerabilities. The
remaining messages are used to authenticate the parties, calculate the symmetric
key and to apply the ciphering strategies.

Client Hello. The client can start the handshake at any time by sending a
Client Hello message to the server, it contains: (i) the version of the protocol
that the client wants to use (it should be the highest available); (ii) a random
value obtained by chaining the timestamp (32 bit in UNIX time) and a randomly
generated nonce (28 bytes); (iii) a session identifier: empty field indicating the
will to create a new session (in case of session resumption the client behaves
differently); (iv) list of supported cipher suites, each element has the follow-
ing structure: TLS 〈KeyExchange〉 WITH 〈Cipher〉 〈Mac〉; (v) a list of supported
compression methods; and (vi) a list of requested extensions (set of additional
functionalities the server has to provide).

Server Hello. In response to the Client Hello, the server sends its hello message
that contains: (i) a chosen protocol (the highest version supported by both
parties); (ii) a random value obtained by chaining the timestamp (32 bit in
UNIX time) and a randomly generated nonce (28 bytes); (iii) a freshly-generated
value that will identify the new session (in case of session resumption, the server
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behaves differently); (iv) a chosen cipher suite; (v) a chosen compression method;
and (vi) a list of required extensions (additional features).

TLS 1.3 After years in the making, the final version of the standard has been
published this August, 2018. Table 1 summarizes the key differences with TLS
1.2 according to the RFC [26]. Thanks to these changes, TLS 1.3 is not prone to
any of the known attacks such as the ones related to legacy ciphers (e.g., Lucky
13) or broken hash algorithms (e.g., SLOTH).

2.2 Vulnerabilities

There exist many TLS-related vulnerabilities: some of them exploit the support
of weak cryptographic aspects (e.g., weak ciphers and hash functions), others
use an (un)voluntary weakening of security properties to bypass the authentica-
tion process (e.g., accepting self-signed certificates [34] and setting a permissive
hostname verifier [34]) or the loss of trust in the PKI system due to a improper
certificate generation (e.g., CA impairment [19] and Certificate Spoofing [25]).
In Table 2 we detail a set of well-known TLS attacks, each line contains: (i) the
name given by the authors; (ii) the feature or weakness exploited; (iii) a brief
description on how the attack can be mounted, and (iv) which version of TLS
can be affected by such attack. To better understand the described vulnerability
exploitation, we review some cryptographic aspects:

Export ciphers. Weakened ciphers introduced by the U.S. government to limit
the security of foreign countries’ transmissions [20];

Stream ciphers. Symmetric key ciphers in which each digit is encrypted com-
bining it with a pseudorandom cipher [40];

Block ciphers. Symmetric key ciphers in which a set of bits with a fixed length
(called block) is encrypted all at once [44];

Table 1. Main differences introduced with TLS 1.3

Status What Why

Removed not-AEAD ciphers avoid attacks on legacy ciphers
RSA key exchange always provide forward secrecy
broken hash algorithms (MD5, SHA-1) avoid SLOTH and similar attacks
Change Cipher Spec message streamline the handshake
data compression avoid CRIME attack
session renegotiation avoid renegotiation attacks

Added 0-RTT mode for a quick resumption increase resumption speed
EncryptedExtensions msg avoid transmitting preferences in

plaintext
Changed msg encryption starts after the

Server Hello
allow Client certificate encryption

Hello content (structure unchanged) extend Handshake capabilities
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Table 2. Known TLS Attacks.

Name Vulnerability Attack Affects

3SHAKE [31] Renegotiation feature Completing three handshakes
with incorrectly placed certifi-
cates

ANY

Bar-Mitzvah
[28]

RC4 steam cipher Extracting weak keys by targeting
the first 100 bytes of the cipher-
text

ANY

BEAST [17] Initialization vector in ci-
pher block chain

Guessing the plaintext to retrieve
the symmetric key

TLS 1.0

CRIME [33] TLS header compression
mechanism (DEFLATE)

Continuously requesting data
from the server in order to
decrypt the session cookies
(inferring the encryption)

ANY

DROWN [3, 36] SSLv2 weakness due to
the use of export ciphers

Decrypting intercepted TLS con-
nections by connecting to an
SSLv2 server that uses the same
private key

SSLv2

Logjam [1, 18] Weakness of export cipher
suites

Negotiating the use of weak cipher
suites (DHE EXPORT)

TLS 1.1

Lucky 13 [2, 12] CBC-mode weakness due
to HMAC-SHA1 decryp-
tion failure information
leakage

Replacing the last bytes with
chosen bytes and monitoring the
transmission time

ANY

POODLE [32] SSLv3 weakness due to
the missing validation of
padding bytes

Downgrading to SSLv3 and guess-
ing the padding in order to slowly
recover plaintext

SSLv3

RC4
NOMORE [48]

Bias in the generation of
the “random” keys of the
RC4 stream cipher

Statistically analyzing the
Fluhrer-McGrew biases

ANY

SLOTH [4, 13] Availability of weak hash
functions

Requesting a RSA-MD5 certifi-
cate signature and looking for col-
lisions

TLS 1.2

Reneg. [42] Renegotiation feature Blocking the handshake process of
the victim and use it to complete
the attacker’s transaction

ANY

Sweet32 [5] 64-bit block ciphers Mounting a birthday attack which
creates collisions

TLS 1.2

Truncation [46] Server incorrect handling
of the TLS termination
mode through multiple
connections

Keeping the victim’s session alive
(by blocking the logout request
sent to the server)

ANY

BREACH [16] HTTP compression mech-
anism

Requesting data from the server in
order to guess the response body
(note: without downgrading the
SSL/TLS connection)

ANY
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Compression mechanism. TLS feature used to reduce the amount of data
sent through the network [24];

Hash functions. Function that takes as input data of arbitrary size and pro-
duces as output a string with fixed length [49];

Renegotiation. TLS feature used to enhance the security of an already estab-
lished session without dropping the current connection [27];

Termination protocol. Exchange of alert messages which signals the end of
the message sending [21, §7.2.1].

Among all the attacks, here we detail the two used in our experimentation
(see Section 6.2): CRIME [33] and BREACH [16]. Both attacks are related to the
availability of DEFLATE [24], a compression algorithm that reduces the size of
an input by replacing duplicate strings with a reference to their last occurrence.
Given that neither TLS nor HTTP hide the size of each message, an attacker
can exploit this information leakage to steal sensitive data. Supposing the will to
steal session cookies, the attack is performed by injecting (e.g., using a controlled
JavaScript loaded by the victim) different characters into the client’s messages
trying to guess the cookie. Thanks to DEFLATE, if the guess is wrong and the
characters are not part of the cookie, the size of the response will be bigger. On
the other hand, if the attacker guessed correctly, the size will remain the same.
This attack is referred as CRIME if it exploits the compression within TLS,
BREACH otherwise.

3 Tools Comparison

There are many TLS analyzers on the market and we wanted to understand
which one suited better our purposes. For this reason, we decided to compare
them to find the one who had the highest amount of features.

Table 3 shows the comparison between six tools that perform server-related
TLS vulnerabilities4. Each detection is identified depending on the type of in-
formation resulting. In particular, l, w and m mean an explicit, implicit (which
can be inferred using other explicit detections) or missing detection, respectively.
The evaluated tools are:

sslscan [39]: the analyzer is able to detect the full set of available ciphers
on a webserver. The default output shows the full list of accepted/rejected
connections, detailing each line with the cipher’s name, its key length and
the used protocol;

ssl-enum-ciphers [29]: script developed for the nmap security scanner [30] that
lists all the available cipher suites, compression methods and a small set of
possible misconfigurations. The generated report shows the set of ciphers
(available per protocol) with the relative Qualys’ rating [38], a grade which
goes from A+ to F depending on the level of provided security;

4 Given the need for modularity, we focused on local analyzers rather than their online
counterparts.
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TLSSLed.sh [45]: built on top of an older version of sslscan [39], this script
check if the server supports old protocols, weak ciphers and for the certificate
signature. The verbose output highlights the results using different colours;

TLS-Attacker [47]: open source framework for analyzing TLS libraries. It can
be fully-customized to perform any kind of connection and contains a set
of pre-configured attacks for testing purposes. By running each attack, the
user can understand whether or not the server is vulnerable;

3SHAKE checker [51]: is a simple script that checks if the target server sup-
ports extended master secret, an extension specifically designed to miti-
gate the 3SHAKE [31] attack. The output shows, for each available version
of TLS, if the extension request has been accepted;

testssl.sh [50]: is a fully-featured open source command-line tool able to ana-
lyze a server’s configuration. The tool is mainly focused on detecting weak-
nesses and various configuration issues while being able to perform a wider
set of tests. Among these, testssl.sh is able to list the set of ciphers avail-
able per protocol, analyze the chain of trust of a provided certificate, simulate
handshakes and much more. These features make testssl.sh the most pow-
erful tool among the evaluated. The generated report contains the results for

Table 3. Tool Comparison - Server.

Checks sslscan sslenum TLSSLed TLS-atk 3Shake chk testssl

SSLv3, TLS 1.0, 1.1 and
1.2, RC4

l l l l m l

AES ciphers w w l l m l

Weak ciphers w w l w m l

SSLv2, Secure renegotia-
tion

l m l l m l

POODLE, CBC-mode ci-
pher, 3DES

l l m l m l

MD5/SHA1-signature
alert

l l l m m l

Sweet32 l w m w m l

Certificate expiration l m l m m l

Weak DH parameters l l m m m l

Heartbleed,-TLS-
compression

l m m l m l

BEAST w m l m m l

TLS 1.3, DROWN m m m l m l

Qualys scoring m l m m m l

More analysisa m m m m m l

3SHAKE m m m m l m

a server’s default picks, certificate info, HSTS, HPKP, security headers, cookie,
reverse proxy, client simulations, SPDY and HTTP2 availability
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all the performed analysis, associated with a colour that signals the severity
of the detected result.

All the listed tools work by repeatedly connecting to the target server us-
ing specifically crafted ClientHello messages. By checking the server’s responses
(i.e. ServerHello), the tools are able to understand the server’s configuration.
Besides the amount of provided features, the compared tools have a major lim-
itation: all of them offer little or no explanation on how to actually mitigate
the detected weaknesses. This somehow defies their purpose given that a system
administrator will still have to spend a lot of time and effort researching the
most appropriate set of mitigations to apply.

3.1 Mobile clients

As mentioned in the introduction, while in a browser the handle of TLS and
its certificates is built-in, this is not the case for mobile native applications: a
developer can either choose to use one of the many available TLS libraries or
to implement his own methods. In both cases, an incorrect certificate handling
may lead to several authentication-related issues. For this reason, there is the
need for specific tools.

Table 4 shows the differences between two Android-related analyzers:

Mallodroid [14]: Python script (built on top of Androguard [10]) that performs
static analysis on the code of an Android application. Taking as input the app
installer (.apk), Mallodroid uses the capabilities inherited from Androguard
to decompile the application. Once the script acquires the source code, it
(i) extracts the set of URLs the app is instructed to connect and checks
the validity of their certificates, and (ii) identifies if the app is using an
non-standard trust manager and checks the related methods;

Tapioca [11]: testing framework that performs a series of unique checks by
simulating a MITM. Using different types of packet capture, the tools is able
to: (i) validate the negotiation between server and client; (ii) enumerate all
the URLs the app tries to connect; (iii) verify if the client correctly validates
the received certificates; and (iv) (prior packet decryption) search among the
messages to locate known strings.

Table 4. Tool Comparison - Mobile clients.

Checks Mallodroid Tapioca

Detect non-default trust managers l m

Check client’s certificate validation w l

Enumerate contacted hosts m l

Validate HTTPS negotiations m l

Read encrypted traffic m l
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4 Mitigations Identification

Given the known vulnerabilities described in Section 2.2, system administrators
should identify and follow a set of mitigations. To assist them we have collected
in Table 5 the current best practice to mitigate the known vulnerabilities of TLS
1.2. The vast majority of the mitigations is applied by changing some lines in the
server’s configuration file while the remaining are related to vulnerable/outdated
support libraries. The identification of such mitigations is not trivial because the
currently available reports (see Appendix B) lack of clear indications on which
is the source of misconfiguration.

5 TLSAssistant

During our study of TLS-related vulnerabilities, we noticed that all the currently
available TLS analyzers have two major limitations. Putting aside the amount of
provided features, all the examined tools gave little or no explanation on how to
actually mitigate the detected weaknesses. On the other hand, every tool focuses
on a specific party of the communication (either server or client) thus making
its usage only part of a complete analysis.

To assist average system administrators and app developers to deploy resilient
instances of the TLS protocol we propose TLSAssistant. By bringing together
different powerful analyzers, our tool is able to cover a full-range of analysis on all
the parties involved in a secure communication and to provide a set of mitigation
measures that aim to thwart the impact of the identified vulnerabilities.

Table 5. List of Mitigations for TLS 1.2.

Mitigation Attack

Disable renegotiation 3SHAKE [31]
Renegotiation attack [42]

Enable the use of extended master secret TLS extension 3SHAKE [31]
Disable RC4 Bar Mitzvah [28]

RC4 NOMORE [48]
Disable the compression mechanism CRIME [33]
Disable SSLv2 DROWN [3]
Use AEAD ciphers Lucky 13 [2]
Disable SSLv3 POODLE [32]
Disable RSA-MD5 certificate signature SLOTH [4]
Enforce AES usage (and disable 3DES when possible) Sweet32 [5]
Enforce the termination mode TLS Truncation [46]
Disable HTTP compression (may slow down the transmis-
sion)

BREACH [16]

Ignore self-signed certificates and perform a complete val-
idation (up to the trusted root)

Accept-self-signed
certs [34]

Check if the hostname (from the certificate) matches the
one related to the transmission

Setting a permissive host-
name verifier [34]
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Fig. 2. TLSAssistant architecture

5.1 Architecture

TLSAssistantis written in Bash and can thus be invoked via command-line.
Among the available parameters, the tool takes as input the target to be eval-
uated (e.g., the IP address of a server) and outputs a single report file. The
content of the report depends on the detected weaknesses and on the level of
verbosity the user chose. Being built on top of other works, our TLSAssistant has
been designed to be modular and easily upgradable. Fig. 2 shows the architecture
with its two main components: Analyzer and Evaluator.

Analyzer. Takes as input a series of parameters depending on which analysis
the user wants to run. By design, our tool has a flexible architecture that allows
a continuous integration of newer and more sophisticated tools. Currently, the
set of integrated tools consists of command-line scripts written either in Bash or
Python. At the time of writing, the Analyzer integrates the following tools:

Testssl.sh [50] chosen among many others (as shown in Section 3) due to the
enormous amount of features and for its ongoing development;

3SHAKE checker [51] added to make the Analyzer able to test whether a
server is vulnerable to the Triple Handshake Attack or not. This is an exam-
ple of the continuous integration that has driven the design of TLSAssistant:
being able to integrate different analyzers to become a useful toolbox for a
complete TLS-vulnerability detection;

Mallodroid [14] even if less powerful than Tapioca (see Section 3), it was more
suitable for our modularity requirement. Indeed, the current version of the
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installer of Tapioca turns the client machine into a dedicated appliance; a
design choice incompatible with our tool.

The integrated tools allow the Analyzer to take as input: (i) a hostname/IP
address (optionally specifying the port to scan); (ii) an apk installer or (iii) both
of the previous. Once loaded, the module will run each of the tools related to
the required scan, collect their reports and transmit them to the Evaluator.

Evaluator. Core of TLSAssistant and our main contribution, it is respon-
sible for the enumeration of the detected vulnerabilities and the generation of
the report that will guide the system administrator towards all the mitigations
to be applied. It can be seen as two dependent modules:

Vulnerability enumerator collects and analyzes the reports generated by
the analyzer. By parsing the inputs, this module is able to compile a list
containing all the discovered vulnerabilities.

Report handler takes the vulnerability list and, in accordance with the sys-
tem administrators’ choice, renders the final output. While TLSAssistant has
been developed to be modular, the only available source of information cur-
rently available is the Mitigations module. It consists of a shared database
containing a list of all the known TLS vulnerabilities with their descriptions
and related fixes. The Report handler currently offers three kinds of report,
each version provides the content of the previous one and adds more techni-
cal details. For every detected weakness, the main information contained in
each version of the report is the following:

v0 mitigations’ description. Is the most basic form of report, it only contains
a description of how the related mitigation works;

v1 code snippet. Provides a fragment of code that can be copy-pasted into
the webserver’s configuration to seamlessly fix the weakness. TLSAssis-
tant can detect any webserver but is currently only able to provide snip-
pets for Apache HTTP server. We plan to extend the code coverage to
all the most common webservers available on the market;

v2 tools’ individual reports. In addition to our detailed contribution, this
kind of report also provides the full set of individual reports generated
by each tool.

6 Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate TLSAssistant’s efficacy, we have analyzed a real use-case scenario
involving the Italian eID card (CIE 3.0) [9] (Section 6.1) and conducted a user-
study experimentation involving university students (Section 6.2). These two
instances helped us prove that the result of our work is effective both for security
experts, who may benefit from an additional support, and for unexperienced
users who seamlessly became able to perform complex mitigations without the
need for an in-depth knowledge.
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6.1 Use-case: CIE 3.0

In a joint collaboration between FBK and IPZS (acronym for “Istituto Poligrafico
e Zecca dello Stato”) [35], which is the Italian state printing office and mint, we
implemented a mobile authentication mechanisms that uses the Italian elec-
tronic identity card (CIE 3.0 - Carta d’Identitá Elettronica) [9] to access public
administration online services. Being the use of TLS the basic building block of
the solution, any unpatched vulnerability (see Section 2.2) may compromise the
entire authentication process.

For this reason, we run TLSAssistant targeting a prototype of the infrastruc-
ture and found that the deployment (which was entering in the final development
stages) was prone to Lucky 13, 3SHAKE and an incorrect certificate handling.
These three issues, that can be easily go unnoticed for a variety of reasons,
have now been fixed. This example clearly shows how running a tool like TL-
SAssistant can help even expert system administrators to determine if a new
deployment contains some severe misconfigurations.

6.2 User study

The following paragraphs will detail the settings of the experimentation (de-
signed following the template and guidelines by Wohlin et al. [8]) and a summary
of the main results.

Experiment Scoping and Planning As described in Section 5, TLSAssis-
tant is based on the most powerful TLS analyzers available on the market. The
main additional feature is the generation of a report that assist the user during
the mitigation process: together with the list of vulnerabilities, a textual descrip-
tion of the mitigations and (when is possible) a corresponding code snippet is
provided.

The goal of this study is to analyze the effect of providing a set of mitigations
with the purpose of evaluating the support offered by TLSAssistant in patching
a TLS configuration.

The context of this study consists of:

Subjects: 16 Bachelor and Master students from University of Trento (with
background on information security) playing the role of an unexperienced
system administrator;

Objects: two VMs with custom-compiled misconfigured versions of Apache
HTTP Server v2.4.37 and OpenSSL v1.0.2:
O1 a TLS configuration vulnerable to BREACH;
O2 a TLS configuration vulnerable to CRIME;

It is important to note that the proposed objects are representative of realistic
TLS misconfigurations. To fit the time constraint of our experiment, only one
vulnerability is present in each object. The selected objects are comparable in
terms of complexity of the operation required to patch the problem.
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Research Questions and Hypothesis Formulation. In this study, we want to eval-
uate whether the report provided by TLSAssistant (with textual descriptions of
the mitigations and code snippets) facilitates the patching task in terms of time
and correctness. Thus, our research questions are:

RQ1 (on time): does the time spent by a system administrator in patching an
error decrease when the tool provides a text description of the mitigation
and the corresponding code snippet?

RQ2 (on correctness): does the capabilities of a system administrator in patch-
ing an error increase when
the tool provides a text description of the mitigation and the corresponding
code snippet?

Thus, the null hypothesis can be formulated as follows:

H01 (on time): providing a text description of the mitigation and the corre-
sponding code snippet does not significantly decrease the time spent by a
system administrator to patch the error;

H02 (on correctness): providing a text description together with a code snippet
of the mitigation does not significantly increase the capability of a system
administrator to patch the error.

Variables Selection. To measure the subject’s capability to perform a patching
task (vulnerability detected and solved) and the time spent, we asked subjects
to run the provided tool, look at the resulting report, and perform the patching
task (perform the required operations to patch the misconfiguration).

The main factor of the experiment — that acts as an independent variable
— is the presence of the treatment during the execution of the task. In our
experiment, we have considered the following alternative treatments:

Treatment 1 (Tr1 ): TLSAssistant provides as report a list of vulnerabilities plus
a textual description of the mitigations and a suggested code snippet to
perform the mitigation.

Treatment 2 (Tr2 ): TLSAssistant provides as report the original reports of
the tools that are composing the server-related module of the Analyzer
(Testssl.sh and 3SHAKE checker).

Experiment Design and Procedure. We adopt a counter-balanced experiment
design intended to fit two lab sessions. Subjects are classified into four groups
(despite they work alone), each one working in two labs on different objects with
different treatments. The design allows for considering different combinations of
objects and treatments in different order across labs (see Table 6).

Before our experiment, subjects were properly trained with lectures and ex-
ercises on TLS. The purpose of training is to make subjects confident about
the kind of tasks they are going to perform and the environment they will have
available.

The experiment was carried out according to the following procedure. Sub-
jects had to:
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1. complete a pre-experiment survey questionnaire;
2. for each of the two labs to be performed: (i) mark the start time; (ii) perform

the patching task; and (iii) mark the stop time;
3. complete a post-experiment survey questionnaire.

Post-experiment survey questionnaire (reported in Appendix A) deals with
object clarity of the tasks, cognitive effects of the treatments on the behaviour
of the subjects and perceived usefulness of TLSAssistant.

Results. The amount of time required to correctly patch a vulnerability is
significantly longer when working with the report provided in Tr2 than when
working with the report with the mitigations (Tr1 ): 25 minutes on average to fix
a vulnerability with Tr2 , 7 minutes on average to fix a vulnerability with Tr1 .
Thus, hypothesis H01 on time can be rejected. Therefore, we can formulate the
following alternative hypothesis:

HA1 : providing a text description of the mitigation and the corresponding code
snippet decreases the time spent by a system administrator to patch the
error.

Regarding the task correctness all students were able to correctly patch the
vulnerability with Tr1 ; however, just the 68.75% of students was able to perform
a proper vulnerability patch with Tr2 , which corresponds to a 31.25% difference
on the overall sampled population. For this reason, we can accept the following
alternative hypothesis:

HA2 : providing a text description together with a code snippet of the mitigation
increases the capability of a system administrator to patch the error.

Moreover, from the post-experiment survey we can learned that the 81.25%
of the students considers Tr1 more useful and the 93.25% assessed that Tr2 is
more complex to understand. In addition, all the students positively recommend
our tool. Here we report some comments:

“Fast, correct and easy to use. It found the vulnerability and helped me
solving it”
“It would be very easy to fix such vulnerabilities following the given
instructions. Also, you can search for more info about the vulnerability
itself, which can help you to learn more about TLS.”
“I won’t waste a lot of time looking for all vulnerabilities”

Table 6. Labs.

Group A Group B Group C Group D

Lab 1 O1 with Tr1 O2 with Tr2 O2 with Tr1 O1 with Tr2
Lab 2 O2 with Tr2 O1 with Tr1 O1 with Tr2 O2 with Tr1
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7 Conclusions and Future Work

To assist system administrators with limited security skills to deploy resilient
instances of the TLS protocol suite we propose TLSAssistant, a fully-featured
tool that combines state-of-the-art tools with a report system that provides
appropriate mitigations.

To design this tool, we have: (i) compared the state-of-the-art tools for TLS
analysis, (ii) classified known TLS vulnerabilities and (iii) identified their miti-
gations. Finally, to validate the efficacy of our tool, we performed a user-study
experimentation involving university students and analyzed a real use-case sce-
nario involving the Italian eID card (CIE 3.0) [9].

As future work, we plan to extend TLSAssistant ’s capabilities by (i) improv-
ing the webserver coverage; (ii) supporting more inputs (e.g., configuration files);
(iii) automatize the mitigation process and further analyze experimentation’s
results by using statistical test, including co-factor analysis such as subject’s
experience, learning across tasks and more. As a second objective, we plan to
use TLSAssistant to increase awareness and education in cybersecurity. A step
in this direction is being made by integrating CVE identifiers, CVSS scores and
modelling a series of attack trees [41], a hierarchical representation on how each
attack can be mounted and which security properties it violates. Finally, we also
plan to make TLSAssistant’s source code freely available for anyone who wants
to contribute to this project.
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A Post-questionnaire

The following table shows the content of the post-experiment survey question-
naire mentioned in Section 6.2. It deals with object clarity of the tasks, cognitive
effects of the treatments on the behaviour of the subjects and perceived useful-
ness of TLSAssistant. The first set of questions (Q1-Q6) needs to be answered
twice (one answer for each performed lab) while the remaining set only needs to
be answered once as it refers to the overall session.

Table 7. Post-experiment survey questionnaire.

ID Applies to Question

Q1 Each lab I had enough time to perform the tasks. (1-5).
Q2 Each lab I experienced no difficulty in patching the vulnerability given the

report. (1-5).
Q3 Each lab How much time (in terms of percentage) did you spend looking at the

TLS configuration code? (0, < 20%,≥ 20% and < 40%,≥ 40% and
< 60%,≥ 60% and < 80%,≥ 80%)

Q4 Each lab How much time (in terms of percentage) did you spend looking at
online documentation on TLS vulnerabilities? (0, < 20%,≥ 20% and
< 40%,≥ 40% and < 60%,≥ 60% and < 80%,≥ 80%)

Q5 Each lab Provide some examples of online queries you used to search the vul-
nerabilities online (e.g., keywords used).

Q6 Each lab Which steps did you take to perform the tasks? (e.g., run command
Y, opened file X, ..).

Q7 Overall Which report did you find more useful. (Report of Lab 1-2)
Q8 Overall Which report did you find more easy to read. (Report of Lab 1-2)
Q9 Overall Which report did you find more complex to understand. (Report of

Lab 1-2)
Q10 Overall The textual description of the mitigation is useful to complete the

tasks. (1-5).
Q11 Overall The code snippet is useful to complete the tasks. (1-5).
Q12 Overall How did you use the code snippet? (Copy-pasted where needed,

Typed manually where needed, Used to perform a web search)
Q13 Overall Would you use TLSAssistant for your work? (Yes, No, Maybe)
Q14 Overall Motivate your answer (to the previous question). (open question)
Q15 Overall Do you know any tool that performs similar tasks? (open question)
Q16 Overall Do you have any suggestion related to the tool usage? (open question)
Q17 Overall Do you have any suggestion related to the amount of information

provided by TLSAssistant’s report? (open question)
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B Report snippet

To show the effort required by a system administrator in identifying the required
mitigation, we show a snippet of the testssl’s report (see Fig. 3). It contains
the list of checked vulnerabilities matched with their presence in the analyzed
TLS deployment. The status of each vulnerability is shown with a combination
of a string (e.g.; “potentially vulnerable”) and a color that represents the severity
of the finding.

Not the shown snippet nor any other part of the report give any useful insight
on how to actually mitigate the detected vulnerabilities.

Fig. 3. testssl report snippet


